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We made the mistake of only adding one day to our cruise ending in Istanbul. A minimum of 3 days should be
considered. After a full day walking tour of the Old town we decided to go big and booked a 3 hour dinner
cruise on the Bosphorus. We chose the non alcoholic version but many had all you can drink options including
beer wine or raki. We were picked up at our hotel on time and shared a van with several others going to the
cruise. We entered the boat a little bit before sunset and were greeted with a plate of Turkish appetizers that
were very good with a nice basket of bread. The choice of entree was fish, chicken or meatballs. My wife had
chicken and thoroughly enjoyed it. I had the fish which was tasty but was the whole fish so you had to work at
it. I would probably try the meatballs next time. The cruise heads up the Bosphorus toward the Black Sea. You
pass many bridges crossing from the European side to the Asian side and pass many lit up buildings and
Mosques. The entertainment included an emcee and 5 dancers that included a Whirling Dervish demo,
traditional Turkish dancing and of course belly dancing. The show had several different sections and the
emcee kept the audience involved. The best part for me was the flags of all the different countries on the tables
with 6 continents represented. We had opportunities to dance together with our own little United Nations. It
was a very good value too. By Scott from America Great experience Me and my wife took this trip when were
advised to do so from our concierge at the Ciragan palace Kempinski.. The boat picked us up from our hotel
pier which was really cool.. We were welcomed by Mr. Alper who is a very nice guy whom explained to us
about many things in istanbul.. The show was great especially the bellydancer , food can be better and sitting
on deck is a great experience with all those nice buildings surrounding the boot from both sides.. Overall ,one
of the best night cruises in Istanbul.. By Rami from Dubai Great night on Labors Day in Istanbul I would like
to give this review a 5 because the fact the people were scared to go to Istanbul or to the city. We have never
felt so safe in their hands. The entertainment,the food,the pick up from the hotel until we came out we were
really looked after. The weather was also good. I am so glad we went to Istanbul. Thank you Bosphorus Tours
Istanbul! The view of the Bosphorus was amazing! We went almost all the tourist attractions: Of all the
activities we have done, our dinner night on the Bosphorus was the best night we had. The program is very
nice, the staff are extremely kind and helpful, and their customer service is great. They make their personal
responsibility to help. By Diya Atiyaa from England Birthday visit I visited turkey for my birthday, went on
the cruise was lovely amazing atmosphere and they made us feel so welcome and also sang happy Birthday to
me and gave me a lovely cake was amazing will go there again definitely. Sarah from New York Excellent
services I had the chance to try two tour from them and I was very happy , every thing was done by the phone
and WhatsApp Very well organized and on time I took private day cruize with the family and the kids , they
were very happy with the trip And took the night cruize with the show It was very entertaining By Dr. We
hired the Bosphorus Tours for all our tourist excursions in Istanbul. Even though the tourist companies in
Istanbul are notorious for ripping you off but Mr. Tugrul at Bosphorus Tours was a an absolute delight!
Despite being out of station, he guided us through various options with packages which easily beat the
commercial companies by HALF! His team was professional and warm. Each expedition was worth every
penny paid. To top it off, I forgot my mobile in one of their buses after one of the tours and the driver actually
found it and got it back to our hotel within an hour! They are extremely helpful, responded fast and helped
with my special requirements for a custom cake. I emailed them what I wanted and they made it happen: The
boat is great, food was good, drinks keep coming and the show is nice. The best part was the celebration of the
birthday. They brought the cake with all the sparkling candles and the presenter announced her special day.
The show kept on going after. To sum it up, it was a memorable evening for all of us, I can highly recommend
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them for a tour. By Andras from Hungary Qualified tour services on the Bosphorus! We are international law
firm located in Istanbul and welcome regularly international clients and colleagues all over the world. We
booked a tour from the Bosphorus Tours Istanbul for our guests last September who provided our guests with
a well qualified service and very pleasant time during the tour with quality of service, food and music. We
thank them a lot and seeking another opportunity to our forthcoming guests at end of March. We were 70
people and were considering different companies, but I am really happy that we chose this one, since they
were really helpful and proffessional. They were very flexible with the amount of people and the payment,
since we were not sure exactly how many people we were going to be. Furthermore, they tried to help us all
the time and answered phone and email inmediately, being available any time we wanted for showing us the
boat or for letting us time to decorate it. I think they adapt to any kind of budget, ocassion, objective of the
cruise or special requirements, so I think it is the best option for renting a boat. Furthermore, the day of the
party they were very punctual and everything happened according to what we agreed, helping us organizating
and letting us doing whatever we wanted. I would really recommend them if you are looking for a cruise or a
private event without any doubt!! Furthermore, they had the best prices among all the companies we
considered. By Marta from Spain delicious food, great entertaintmet, Bosphorus dinner cruise I booked this
cruise online, i was not asked to pay in advance, that was a simple way of booking the tour. As promised I was
picked up from my hotel on time. There was a welcome coctail on boat.. The international singer was the best,
he made every one happy and have good time during the cruise. The amazing views of the sighs from the boat
were breathtaking. Anoneone visiting Istanbul must do this cruise. By Atike from Romania Bosphorous Trip It
was top class, with people from 18 nationalities taking cruise together. Very good arrangement, hassle free and
friendly gesture. The guide was quite considerate and explaining well and taking good care of the crew. The
Bosphorus cruise was ultimate.. Turkish delicacies were well served. They greet you with your respective
nationalities. Traditional dance performances , belly dances By Akbar from Tunusia The experience was
excellent. Thank you to all the team who made our experience unforgetable. Performances are top notch, food
is good, host is hilarious, you got to see Istanbul at night from cruise which is matchless, and on top of that
you can interact with so many people coming from different regions and religions. The best thing is the staff
and facilities. By Asif from Turkey Bosphorus dinner cruise and Turkish night show - best of Istanbul As
every visitors of Istanbul, we wanted to do a cruise on Bosphorus. After searching a while, we decided to
attend the Bosphorus nights cruise and now we are ensured ourselves that we had made the right choice! We
were seeking for the best tour company that offers good value and good service level. We come accroos the
Bosphorus Tours Organisations company on the interenet. The pictures, information on their site seemed
realiable to us and we contacted directly with them. We got a response in 30 min. This was a good start but not
the best at least. We were even not asked to give our credit card information. They just sent a reservation
confirmation e-mail covering pick - up time from our hotel etc We were at our hotel lobby prior to the
appointed pick - up time and were were picked up on time. The boat was big and elegant. Welcome coctail
was a good start. The we had buffet dinner, the bufft was rich and we all love the meals a lot. And the Turkish
night shows started, the star of the night was the belly dancer By Biboo from England Excellent I went to the
tour with my family and it was worth every penny i paid. It started with proper dinner , with many musical
dances and belly dance. It was a constant entertainment throughout the tour. I would highly recommend
everyone to have this tour. It was organized highly professionally. The staff prearranged the hotel pick ups and
there were no delays, the food was good great way to try the Turkish kitchen through their Mazza dish, for the
main dish they offer you three options chicken, fish and beef, i did tried the chicken and it was yummy and
moist , the host was funny and his sense of humor and his jokes were the highlight of the evening. The staff
were very friendly, bottom line highly recommended. The dancers are good. The staff is friendly and the food
is also not bad.
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Istanbul - Weather forecast It can be cloudy, rainy, or even snowy in Istanbul Istanbul has a temperate oceanic
climate which is influenced by a continental climate, with hot and humid summers and cold, wet and
occasionally snowy winters. Istanbul has a high annual average rainfall of mm which is more than that of
London, Dublin or Brussels, whose negative reputation Istanbul does not suffer , with late autumn and winter
being the wettest, and late spring and summer being the driest. Although late spring and summer are relatively
dry when compared to the other seasons, rainfall is significant during these seasons, and there is no dry season
as a result. If there is a negative reputation that Istanbul does suffer from, it is the high annual relative
humidity, especially during winter and summer with the accompanying wind chill and concrete-island effect
during each respective season. Summer is also the driest season, but it does infrequently rain. Showers tend to
last for minutes with the sun usually reappearing again on the same day. Although rarely below freezing
during the day, high relative humidity levels and the wind chill makes it feel bitterly cold and very unpleasant.
Snowfall, which occurs almost annually, is common between the months of December and March, with an
annual total snow cover of almost three weeks, but average winter snowfall varies considerably from year to
year, and snow cover usually remains only for a few days after each snowfall, even under intense snow
conditions. Late spring late May to early June and early autumn late September to early October are very
pleasant and therefore the best times to visit the city. During these periods it is neither cold nor hot, and still
sunny, though the nights can be chilly and rain is common. For visitors an umbrella is recommended during
spring, autumn and winter, and during the summer to avoid the sun and occasionally the rain. Although the
umbrellas they provide are a little shoddy, going rate is only TRY5 â€”about USD3- per umbrella though you
can find much better umbrellas for that price at shops if you look around a bit. Also take note that due to its
huge size, topography and maritime influences, Istanbul exhibits a multitude of distinct micro-climates. Thus,
different sections of Istanbul can experience different weather conditions at the same time. Visa requirements[
edit ] You probably need a visa to enter Turkey, which can usually be obtained online. Check if this applies to
you, and apply in advance, at evisa. Do not rely upon any other website, even here at Wikitravel, as the rules
may change suddenly as the security situation in Turkey evolves. Also some websites charge extra for no
additional service. Some travelers are not eligible for an evisa and must apply for a conventional visa via their
local Turkish Embassy. However these same travelers who are otherwise ineligible with solely their
citizenship may be eligible for an eVisa if they hold a valid visa or residence permit for Schengen, USA, UK
or Ireland. However you should always go directly to official websites to check visa requirements and it is
recommended you visit Government of Turkey e-Visa website to learn more about Turkish eVisas. Apply at
the same time as you book your trip - your 90 or other day visa validity will start from your stated arrival day
in Turkey. Print it out and keep it with you, as well as a soft copy on your phone. As well as checks when
flying, it could be demanded at an internal police check. In theory you are permitted to arrive at Ataturk
airport without a visa and use the visa office or machine to apply there Visa on arrival. However this is only
available for certain nationalities. IST , 20km west of the city centre. From the airport, there are various
options for getting into Istanbul: There is no night fare in Istanbul anymore - the price would be the same at
midnight or midday. At the bus stop of your final destination, be wary of taxi drivers that come up to you or
are overly friendly. Follow locals to a corner where most of the taxis are picking up customers. Then, there is
the metro Just follow the signs , which will take you directly to the Otogar bus station or to numerous stops
within Istanbul Aksaray in the city centre is the last stop, transfer stations for tram heading for deeper into old
city is available at Zeytinburnu and Aksaray. It is possible to be at your bus departing from Otogar within less
than one hour after landing by taking the metro. Actual travel time on the metro from the Aksaray station to
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the Airport station was 35 minutes and cost TL 2. Obviously allow more time if you need to transfer on the
way to the airport and keep in mind that you will have to pay for the transfer. When entering the metro station,
you need to buy a jeton token for TRY4. This will get you on the red metro line towards Aksaray. Note that
the jeton token here is different than the first one. The trip from the airport to Sultanahmet takes about 45min.
This is much faster and cheaper than a taxi, which could take up to 2 hours if there is a lot of traffic. The boat
runs from 7am to 9pm. No matter how long you travel, it costs 1 token per trip. Food and drink at the airport
may cost up to five times more than in the city proper, like in other international airports. If you are travelling
on budget and plan to spend some time at the airport, it may be wise to bring your own meals from town
instead of buying them there. Be aware that last ferries are between 10 and 11pm, yet the E10 continues
throughout the night. A pricier option is the Havatas bus connects this airport with Taksim in the city centre
for TRY14 Aug and takes about an hour and a half closer to two or more in heavy traffic. If you arrive in the
middle of the night, you can move to the departure hall after passing customs and rest on very comfortable
seats â€” you will even find coin-operated Japanese massage chairs. Various private operators offer internet
bookable shared minibuses to central locations â€” a good choice when arriving late. The meter will show c.
TRY75, plus there is c. Note the security screening is before the check-in counters, so add some extra time to
make the cut-off times 45 minutes for international, 30 for domestic. By train[ edit ] There are no mainline
trains in central Istanbul. Trains to Europe via Bucharest or Sofia historically ran from Sirkeci station, but this
line is disrupted by the Marmaray project and by other work in Bulgaria. There are replacement buses from
Sirkeci, at the usual departure time of 10 pm, to link with the westbound train, and returning from the
incoming train around 8 am often very late. The project has been interminably delayed and as at no completion
is in sight. Sirkeci was also the terminus for international trains to Thessaloniki and regional trains to Edirne
and these too are suspended indefinitely though a daily train runs between Halkali and Edirne. So the station
has no trains, but the ticket office remains open. Also just outside is the escalator down to Sirkeci Marmaray
station, for the metro across the Bosporus. Sirkeci Station in busier times You probably need a visa in advance
to enter Turkey by train â€” see the note on visas in the section on Ataturk airport. Trains east to Ankara and
beyond historically ran from Haydarpasa, Asian side of the Bosporus, but this closed in The simplest way
there is by Marmaray line under the Bosporus then metro to Kartal, then bus or taxi the final 5 km to Pendik
station. Allow at least 90 minutes for all this, and note that the first metro of the morning will not get you to
Pendik in time for the first Ankara train at 6. Also Pendik is convenient for Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen airport 10
km, taxi or bus so consider this route if you intend to fly in and immediately head east. Road transport for
Pendik sets down, and picks up to return towards city centre, on the north side of the station. Walk through the
subway to south side and turn right for the ticket office, platform access and other station facilities.
Haydarpasa Station has closed For timings and reservations strongly recommended see Turkish railways
website at tcdd. For destinations in eastern Turkey, take the YHT to Ankara and change, but see that page for
disruptions to those services, expected to last till For Adana, travel via Konya. The international trains to Iran,
Syria and Iraq are suspended indefinitely, but the train to Georgia may resume in It is not known when the
YHT line might be completed from Pendik into the centre of Istanbul, nor whether there will be a single
central terminus or separate European and Asian stations as before. But the Marmaray line was designed to
take mainline passenger and freight trains as well as the metro. By bus[ edit ] Most buses and coaches
terminate at the colossal Esenler Otogar, about 10 km west of the city center, located on the European side.
The station can be easily reached via the Otogar stop on the M1. Companies may also have courtesy
minibuses or taxis which will allow you to easily access the center of the city. The terminal is huge and each
company has a separate office. The area can be a tourist trap with people wanting to help get you to the right
office -- for a fee. It is easiest if you know who you want to travel with when you arrive. Some bus companies
selling online tickets from their individual webpages. Buses stop for rest and needs usually every 4 or 5 hours.
Rest duration is 30 minutes. The port is ideally located close to Sultanahmet and Taksim. Cruise ships often
dock close to downtown. Passengers not on tours will find taxis readily available at the port entrance, and
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modern streetcars a short walk away. By car[ edit ] Traffic in Istanbul can be manic; expect a stressful drive
because you will be cut off and honked at constantly. The city currently holds more than 1,, automobiles and
there is a strong demand for building of new or alternate highways. The city, lying on two different continents
and separated by the Bosphorus, is connected by two bridges. The bridge on the south, closer to the Marmara
Sea, is called the "Bosphorus Bridge". Both are toll bridges, and you must pay a fee to cross. Since , the
Bosphorus Bridge toll stations do not accept cash, and payment must be made using electronic cards, either
manually KGS or automatically via a transponder mounted on the front of the car OGS. On weekdays, drivers
should be aware of potentially hour-long traffic jams on the highways leading to both bridges, particularly
heading west in the mornings and east in the evenings, since most people live on the Anatolian side but work
on the European side. There is a great shortage of parking in Istanbul, and existing lots are quite expensive.
You will see many cars parked on the sides of the road, in front of garage doors even. Drivers unfamiliar with
the city should also be aware that street signs are rare. It is a common thing to pull over and ask for directions,
something the natives and taxi drivers do quite often.
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Exotic Mixture of East and West. Once prominent in the history of Christianity, the 5th century hosted
important consul meetings here, but there are few reminders of that age. It is one of the improved districts of
Istanbul over the last century, and fashionable area to promenade along the waterfront in the evenings,
especially around the Kalamis marina and "Sahilyolu" between Fenerbahce and Bostanci. Those who spend all
their time in European part of Istanbul, miss out on what great places exist in Asian Istanbul and Kadikoy
must be somewhere at the top of that list. The pace of life alone makes Asia a worthwhile and what is more
nice is as this part of this city is not Touristy, so you may not see tourist traps. When you take a ferry from
Eminonu to Kadikoy. Ferries leave in every minutes. You will see Kadikoy port after 25 minutes. The old
historical theater building will be the first spot you can catch on arrival. Just step out the ferry and now you are
in Asia. Sorry no welcome sign.. Once you are in Kadikoy, Walk to the right, on to the second port old one
and when you are there turn yr back to the sea and walk to the front. Soon you will see the narrow streets of
Kadikoy, you can walk along to the Kadikoy market, a nice and cozy place. You will see small roads with
many nice shops. Walk to left and right and up and down. You will like to be in Asia. Try to get to Altiyol
Square, from there take the road uphill. Bahariye Street is closed for car traffic and only a tram rides there.
There are many nice budget shops and nice cafes. While you are going up the Bahariye street, look for the
"Sanatcilar sokagi" where many nice handmade stuff, nice silver wears are being sold on a small open-air
market. In Kadikoy there is an old historical tram that runs between Kadikoy and Moda. It is the second
nostalgic tram after the one at Taksim Istiklal street. Moda is one of the nicest districts of Istanbul. As the tram
makes a ring you can get on this tram and make a full tour. You can see Kadikoy market, You can see altiyol,
You can see Moda and come back to where you have started or where you want to get off. A visit to Kadikoy
market can not be completed without a visit to "Ciya restaurant". It is definitely the best restaurant that you
can find historical Turkish dishes and several nice recipes with a quiet reasonable price. If you plan to visit
Istanbul, watch out this new activity which has started on September 15th. Watch Istanbul up above meters in
a Balloon. Turk Balloon is the project name and Kadikoy Municipality is arranging this activity. A huge
balloon which can carry up to 30 people at one time is rising up meters above the sea level. The balloon moves
only up and down. If you take a ferry from Eminonu to Kadikoy, it will take you to Kadikoy ferry port in 25
minutes.. There you need to walk around meters to the Sea bus port to the right side.. Due to the size of the
Balloon you can see it easily. The balloon is operating from So windy and rainy days they do not operate. It
has nothing to do with the Capital city of Iraq, Baghdat. Bagdat caddesi is located on the Asian side of
Istanbul. The main street of the residential area. A one-way street full of shopping malls, Restaurants, Coffee
shops, Elegant stores, Luxury car dealers, Banks and many many more. The street is a bit like narrow looking
of Champ Elysee. Bagdat caddesi is also a good place to tour around and make window shopping. There are
quiet number of shopping alternatives at the street. All famous brands have their brand shops and also some
smaller shops with very reasonable cheap prices. Street sellers are also available and they are credited from the
municipality. Many people call bagdat street as a big open air shopping mall. And that shall be the reality.
While touring on the street sometimes you can also spot open air Fair shows. Bagdat street from one end to the
other is around 10 km, however the main spots are between Suadiye district and Erenkoy district.
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Different questions are asked about each type. The topics covered for each are listed below. Beyond these
three realms, the participants are also asked some questions pertaining more broadly to their finances.
Specifically, participants are asked to report the sources of their income, level of financial responsibility e.
Specific information obtained for regular paying and under-the-table work The distinction between regular
paying jobs and under-the-table jobs was not made until version As a result, for all cases completed prior to
version Starting with version Participants that held a regular paying job during the recall period were
permitted to report up to four different jobs within any given month. Specific information about each job was
then obtained. It is important to realize that variables collected about each type of activity can use different
units of analysis. Some questions are asked about specific jobs which an individual may hold for a very short
or very long time , while others are asked about particular months whether an individual held a job that month.
Still other questions characterize the recall period. These individual items are then summarized to reflect
income-generating activities in terms of unique jobs, across all jobs, for community jobs only and for
institutionally based jobs only during particular periods. The following variables are available. These are
variables that a the participant reports regarding overall job activity during the whole recall period, or b were
calculated by examining the data on the jobs reported. For each unique job: Variables summarizing the recall
period: Specific information obtained for income generated by illegal activity Participants are also asked if
they obtained money doing illegal activities during this period. At the recall level: For each month of the recall
period: This can be found under the "Gainful Activity" section of the Calendar codebook. Monthly Data
Characterizing the Recall Period As a standard practice, the specific calendar information will be accompanied
by four variables which describe the recall period. This information is important for the user to consider when
attempting to use data characterizing the recall period e. In addition, this information is useful if the user is
viewing events from a developmental perspective. The actual number of days in each month that is
represented in the calendar data. The calendar month and year mapped to the recall month e. The subject age
at the time of the interview is available in the "Demographics" codebook, available under "Measures". A
marker indicating whether each month of the recall period is a community or institution month, where an
institution month is defined as a month where the subject spent eight or more days across the following type of
out of community placements: These setting types are described in detail in the "Out of Community
Placements" codebook, available under "Calendars". In addition, each dataset includes five variables which
describe basic information related to the interview. These are explained in full detail in the "Interview
Information" section under "Measures". These variables include the completion status of the interview, the
date of the interview, version number in which the interview was conducted, the number of months in the
recall period, and the number of days in the recall period. Specifically, individuals are first asked to recount
salient events which occurred in the recall period e. This approach thus creates an integrated view of activities
in all of the domains examined, has firm roots in the science of how people remember events and life
situations Bradburn, Rips, and Shevell, ; Belli, , and capitalizes on these processes to generate accounts of past
events. On a practical level, it provides researchers with a richer set of data points. Instead of simply getting a
summary measure of life changes over an extended recall period, the monthly life-calendar places these
changes at specific points in time, opening up the possibility of examining sequences of events and potential
causal mechanisms within individuals Fals-Stewart, ; Mulvey, et al. Conversion of data to linear months The
monthly Pathways data, in its raw form, is not suited for some kinds of analytic approaches e. Each time point
interview allows for a maximum of eight or 14 months in the recall period, depending on the follow-up wave
eight months was the maximum for time points and 14 was the maximum for time points This means that
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there is a corresponding variable in the dataset reflecting events occurring in each of those months through a
maximum of 14 months the outer limit of any of the possible months covered. If however, the recall period did
not include the maximum number of months as is most often the case , there will be variables with no data.
The recall length is set by programming code based on the current date in relationship to the date of the
previous interview see "Interview Information" under Measures for a more detailed description of how the
length of the recall period is determined. However, the programming code did permit the interviewer to "reset"
by hand the length of the recall period. This was done infrequently, but in some instances it created a situation
where we obtained two reports of the same month. For example, follow-up 6 covered months January to June
and the interviewer resets the follow-up 12 recall period to start with June leading to two different reports for
the month of June. A series of data cleaning decisions described in the "Making and Spending Money
Calendar Documentation" were implemented to correct these situations but we note them here because they
are relevant to the conversion of the data to linear months. The "linear months" data set-up corrects these two
situations. In this format, variables that were place-markers for months not covered in the recall period are
eliminated and situations where there were two reports for the same month are corrected. Thus, "linear month
8" actually represents eight calendar months from the baseline and "linear month 16" is actually 16 months
past the baseline interview. A specific list of variables available in the linear format is provided below. Also
provided is a "map" to link the linear month back to the recall period and month in which the information was
originally collected. This is important to know when recall-level data is being used in conjunction with the
monthly event calendar data. Data Issues The follow06 through follow36 timepoints allow for a maximum of
8 months in the recall period, while follow48 and later will have a maximum of Note that while variables for
months 9 through 14 are included in the datasets for follow06 through follow36, these are essentially place
markers and in no instance will any case have data for these months until the follow48 period see description
above. The under-the-table calendar was added to the interview in version The first case that received this
calendar appears in the follow48 timepoint. For all cases with versions earlier than In these versions,
under-the-table work cannot be distinguished from regular paying community-based jobs. At this version, we
can assume that all jobs reported on the legal work calendar are regular paying jobs as a result of the
introduction of the separate under-the-table calendar. Note that jobs that disappear from the legal work
calendar starting with interviews completed with version It could instead be an under-the-table job that is now
captured on the under-the-table calendar. For both legal and illegal work, the number of weeks worked within
a month was not directly reported by the subject. Instead, this value was derived from a coding scheme which
should be thoroughly understood by the investigator to be sure that the investigator agrees with the coding
decisions. Details regarding the coding scheme are available upon request. An error in the interview
programming code made it possible for the subject to either skip the calendar completely, or to exit without
fully completing the calendar. Cases with this issue are noted with a missing value code of Data missing:
Items available regarding making and spending money Regular paying legal jobs and under-the-table work
Because the legal versus under-the-table distinction was not made until a later version, we have computed four
versions of each variable at the recall and monthly level. Some are available for all versions of the interview
while others are only available for version These variables combine regular paying community based jobs
reported on the legal work calendar with information reported on the under-the-table calendar. These variables
are available for all versions of the interview. For versions up to These variables contain information related
to institution jobs reported on the legal work calendar. Note that this includes only regular paying jobs; all
under-the-table work is community based. The institution job distinction is made in the hand-coded
"community or institutionally-based marker" indexed by unique job. These variables contain information
exclusively on regular paying legal jobs held in the community, and are available for versions These variables
contain information exclusively on under-the-table work reported on the under-the-table calendar, and are
available for versions For an overview and a detailed list of the questions included with this calendar please
select the link s. In addition to providing an overview of the "flow" of the calendar and a detailed listing of the
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questions, this document notes version issues i. The table below gives you an overview of issues related to
each construct noted above and it also provides you with the page numbers within our detailed document that
address each of these constructs. Please be sure to consider this information carefully before moving forward
with your analysis.
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You can register with a site and start taking surveys in a matter of minutes. Some sites only let you cash out
after you hit a minimum earnings threshold. Other survey sites issue points, which can be redeemed for cash
via PayPal or gift cards. Requirements Most survey sites have a minimum age requirement, which ranges from
13 to 18, depending on the site. Individual surveys may have specific requirements. Websites like TaskRabbit
can connect you with people who need help with a variety of things. Read about how to get started on
TaskRabbit. Allow a few weeks to get approved. The company processes registration on a rolling basis to
avoid over saturation in a given market. How quickly your application is approved will depend on demand in
your area. Payment typically takes a few days to appear in your account. You need to be at least 21 to start
working with TaskRabbit. Prospective Taskers must also pass a background check. Other marketplaces for
photographers include SmugMug, px and PhotoShelter. Some sites require a subscription but may provide
features ranging from cloud storage to password-protected galleries and a customized website. Payment issued
after day return window expires. Sent on 15th of each month. Payment issued at time of sale to your chosen
payment method PayPal, Stripe, etc. Requirements vary by site, but you need to have all necessary rights to
the images you sell. You can tutor people online or in-person. To get started, see what types of tutors are
needed on Craigslist, or create a profile on sites like Tutor. You can also advertise your services at local
schools and community centers. It could take awhile before you get your first student. Back to top Some
bloggers make a lot of money this way. Read more about affiliate marketing and other ways bloggers can
make money. Amazon Associates pays out earnings 60 days after the end of the calendar month in which they
were earned. A blog, social media account or other online presence that attracts a steady stream of visitors.
Sell your goods on Etsy, the go-to site for artisans selling home goods, art and knickknacks. Learn more about
how to start making money on Etsy. It can be done in a few hours. The prep work before you open up shop is
more time-consuming. You need merchandise to sell, photos and descriptions to post, a name for your shop
and a business plan to help you succeed. In your first 90 days as a seller: Funds are available three days after a
sale. After your first 90 days, funds are available for deposit the next business day. You need to be at least 18
to sell on Etsy. You need to have all necessary rights to the merchandise sold in your shop. If your YouTube
videos or blog posts draw a big audience, you may be able to make money from advertising. With Google
AdSense, businesses pay to advertise around your content. The service is free, but there are requirements you
must meet. It can take up to seven business days to receive a payment via direct deposit, and up to four weeks
to receive payment via check. Your own website that has been active for at least six months. You need at least
10, channel views. You must be at least Read more about what it takes to make money on Instagram. Allow a
few months to build a large enough following to attract advertisers. You can do this via affiliate networks or
by pitching brands you want to work with.
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Food Travel You can create your own ideas by taking hints from what I share. I create better ideas when I
work on my passion finance, travel, and marketing. Focusing on your passion is more important than chasing
money. Once you start, you will automatically learn the next steps. Idea 1 Comedy club Comedy videos easily
go viral. There are a couple of stand-up comedians like Kapil Sharma and Amit Tandon who have become
celebrities now. The young talent is waiting for their turn. There are thousands of comedians who are looking
out for a channel to show their talent. You can help them by building a comedy club online. Idea 2 Funny
video library Funny videos of kids, puppies, and cats are all over YouTube and Facebook. Can you make a
library where people like me can pick the right video for their content marketing needs? You can make money
by selling the licence to startups for using the video. The creator of the original video can earn money as
commission. If you are a dancer and would like to teach people, start online dance classes. Can you make nine
short videos that can teach me some simple dance steps for the upcoming family function? The internet is
democratising all industries, which means that individuals and organisations no longer have total control.
Anyone like you and me can become the owner of an online TV show and compete with branded channels like
Star TV. There is a lot of scope if you can build an audience for reality shows online. It must be a micro niche
that you are passionate about. Facebook must be where you begin if you are going to make an
Indian-audience-centric business. You must also have a website and discussion forum. At a later stage, move
to a mobile app. Idea 6 Music school This is a no-brainer! If you have the passion for teaching music, start an
online school for it. You can start with a free YouTube video channel where you upload a couple of videos to
help people learn music. You can make a good business out of a music school if you deliver high-quality
lessons to your audience. Idea 7 Party organiser There are many ways to look at this idea. Any experienced
entrepreneur will advise you to focus on one group in the initial days rather than building something for the
whole industry. Idea 8 Low-cost viral video maker I will be your first customer if you can help me create viral
videos at a low cost. You must start making videos yourself in the initial days and later on hire good video
makers. Video demand is increasing every day, and all startups will have to create a lot of videos in the next
few years. Can you come up with a fixed-price video startup? Rs for a second video if the client gives the
concept storyboarding , images, and text. You just have to execute. Rs 2, for a second video if you do
everything yourself. Deliver the video in 24 hours with the promise of two revisions in the next 24 hours. If
you are able to execute the idea well, you can go viral with thousands of projects in your hand. They accept
failure even before starting. Do you know that we lost Rs 15,00, in my first startup? I decided to work even
harder to get the success. Business model There could be many business models in the entertainment industry.
Depending upon your aspirations and risk-taking capacity, you can make good money from advertisements
pay-per-click and pay-per-view , selling services and affiliate products. In the long run, your business model
would be a partnership with big brands, celebrities, production houses, and TV channels. Money potential A
single guy can make about Rs 50,â€”1,00, with a dedicated effort of one year. A team of three to four people
can make more than Rs 5,00, in less than one year if they execute the projects with perfection. You can have a
multi-crore annual revenue if you become an influencer in the entertainment industry like TVF. Cricket I have
not picked sports as the category because Indians love cricket, not sports. Cricket remains in the air throughout
the year. When you are starting something for a business purpose, you must start in a business where you can
get customers throughout the year. You pick your favourite player and make a fan club for him. Read the
details of businesses to get more inspiration. Idea 10 Regional sports club India is a country of diverse
cultures, and this a reality the IPL, with its regional teams, has cashed in on. Yes, there is a business model if
you can execute. Idea 11 News and trends The name explains it all. Pick the latest cricket news, curate
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readers from Facebook without spending any money on marketing. Idea 12 Facts and surprises Slightly
different from the ordinary news, go for some interesting facts about the players, their lives, and the game as
well. Your content can go really viral if you execute it well. If you are really passionate about cricket, then the
ideas will come naturally to you. In the cricket season, you could make a lot of money through the ads. In the
long run, you can sell cricket equipment on your website. Partnerships with sports brands can make you a real
businessman in the industry. All you need is a regular flow of cricket fans on your website. Money potential
Revenue from ads will be similar to the entertainment industry. A single person can execute the whole project
with a dedicated effort of one year. You can make your living comfortable by earning a handsome amount. If
you are able to make the business a big success, it will make you several crores per year. The Indian audience
spends a lot of time on Facebook and Twitter for political discussions. What can you do? You can join the
madness and create a yet another Facebook page to defame one political party and give benefit to your
favourite party. Or, you can become the legitimate source of well-researched news and information. You can
write your own opinions about political facts. Go and read a lot of stuff about the history of political
movements to become an authority on the subject. You can win the hearts of Indian audiences without being
biased to any party. Be prepared to face the heat from political parties if you share any fake news or try to
manipulate facts. Run your business with your own responsibility. I am just sharing an idea. Execution will be
at your own risk. You can build a platform to influence the government to fulfil its promises. You can keep
track of the promises, get latest information on the progress, and keep the readers updated. Idea 14 Curating
the news There are different types of media and everyone puts the news out in a different way. You can curate
the news from different channels. The reader might be happy while looking at the opinion of all the channels
and political parties in a single place. Idea 15 App mobile or web to check fake news There is too much
information available on the internet. Fake news becomes a big problem for everyone. Can you come up with
a system to validate if the news is genuine or fake? Business model Since the industry is highly volatile, you
will get a lot of traffic from social media. Invest 80 percent of your time in building your Facebook page if
you want to be successful. The easiest way would be to earn money through display ads. At a certain point,
you will become an influencer and you can get partnerships with corporates and NGOs to sell the targeted
products and services to your audience. Even a single guy can handle such a business and make around Rs
60,â€”80, with one year of dedicated effort. A monthly traffic of one million is not difficult. At later stages,
there is no limit on how much you can earn. Please share your ideas and I will include them in the list.
Startups and marketing Content marketing is the core of the success of my online business. If you have
experience in startups or marketing, you can find a lot of ideas for new businesses. You can help so many
entrepreneurs in starting their business, setting up marketing, increasing sales, hiring, and project
management. Idea 16 Passive income ideas and execution I am working on this topic I have gone through the
phase of starting one product startup from scratch, then joining a funded startup as the marketing co-founder,
working on many freelance writing and marketing projects. Last year, I resigned from a job where I was
heading content marketing.
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Bosphorus Tour was the great part of my holiday in Istanbul. Sabine Rothweiler 07 December Bosphorus Day
Tour While in Istanbul, on our second day we joined to bosphorus day tour, it was fantastic. We enjoyed the
visiting, sightseeing and got excellent experiences about the city of Istanbul and both site of Bosphorus,
especially, the boat tour was great. I highly recommend this bosphorus tour to everyone. Actually, i wanted to
live on one of the coast of bosphorus any of Asia or Europe. It is a great place to be even. I had a small group
tour by boat which was excellent. I highly recommend it. Worth for mony and spend good time included a
tour guide who knowledgeable and friendly, i highly recommend this tour to everyone to visit the bosphorus
strait and asian side in Istanbul. Sneta Dawoonauth 25 November bosphorus boat tour We have been in our
best time in Istanbul, we got the excellent time with the bosphorus tour. Me and my family we spent our great
time in Istanbul. Feodora Atanasov 21 November Bosphorus Tour Everyone should do the bosphorus tour in
Istanbul, me and my wife, had great experiences with the tour. Geoff Ayres 18 November Bosphorus Day
Tour Our bosphorus day tour in Istanbul was with a professional tour guide and it was perfect day for us,
thanks to everyone especially to our tour guide Mustafa who was friendly, knowledgeable made our day
excellent. We were 8 adults and a 18 month old girl, Our guide during the bosphorus tour, our tour guide
Ismail was a very happy and kind person. His knowledge was extensive. We did the best bosphorus tour and
we requested to have lunch at the local restaurant where the locals eat. We were taken to an incredible
restaurant which was truly a culinary experience. It was so amazing that we will be returning next year whilst
on our cruise trip. Ismail listened to our requests for our another time to be in Turkey and this made us very
happy. Also, I want to tell something about the pre tour service. It was excellent from the initial booking with
Mr Senol right through the internet before, we arrived of our very clean air conditioned van. Booking on line
was so easy with bosphorusdaytour. When we arrived in Istanbul we received a message from Mr. Senol
advising us that our van was awaiting us and our guide was right at the exit point of our ship to greet us. At the
end of the our 3,5 hours bosphorus tour included transportation. We were happy to be in such a great day.
Monu Saini 12 November Bosphorus Day Tour Lovely day in Istanbul that we spent during the our bosphorus
day tour that we started in the moning and ended up in the afternoon. From the boat on the bosphorus we have
had a marvelous views of the city. I have done this tour in Istanbul with the group group was about 20 people
and it was well organized day tour in Istanbul. Clinton Kollaku 05 November Great Experiences of Bosphorus
Strait by boat Joined to bosphorus and two continents full day tour in Istanbul and have had an excellent
experiences about the city of Istanbul and bosphorus, I highly recommend this tour to every traveller who goes
to Istanbul. It was excellent taste of the bosphorus and also Asian and European sides with their historical
monuments and great views. Jessica Lee 28 October Good Views of Bosphorus While in Istanbul, we wanted
to visit the bosphorus strait by the boat tours and I took the afternoon afternoon short cruise of
bosphorusdaytour. The boat took us along coastal of the both site of Bosphorus Asia and Europe then we have
seen many beautiful and historical buildings and monuments. The day of the bosphorus tour was sunny day it
was excellent day tour, I highly recommend it. Lenamarie Natale 28 October Bosphorus Tour It was a great
way to see the bosphorus strait of Istanbul, when we were in Istanbul, we went to bosphorus tour in Istanbul,
we started early in the morning to the tour, the tour was excellent and we had a great tour guide during the tour
and got an informative day tour of bosphorus strait by boat. We started with the Byzantine city walls, golden
horn and spice bazaar then continue to Bosphorus tour and then Bosphorus bridge and Beylerbeyi Palace and
Camlica hill. It was a great day that we have had in Istanbul. Linda Coyle 26 October Bosphorus And Two
Continents Tour I want to join bosphorus and two continents tour and have information about the bosphorus
dinner cruise, if you have it.
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The yin to Jay-Z's yang, Nas rarely gloats about spending money and living a lavish lifestyle. Instead, the Illmatic rapper
relies on lyrical savvy to get his message across.
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